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What is the problem analyzed in this thesis? During the gradual progress of 
reformation, the running market machine has been formed, which is characterized by 
governments＇games. It is the special running market machine that has relation to the 
situation that economic growth pattern has been extensive and its transition has been 
sluggish in long time, since reformation, in China. 
Is it full of meaning for us to analyze the problem in this thesis? If economic 
growth pattern is in a extensive situation and its transition is in a sluggish situation, 
both of the extensive situation of the pattern and the sluggish situation of its 
transition not only are discordant with the scientific concepts of development but 
also prevent the strategic aims of constructing harmonious socialistic society 
domestically and rising peacefully to prominence internationally from being realized, 
in the future. So the problem about economic growth pattern and its transition is 
needed to be analyzed deeply, the analysis will help us to master the forming 
machine of economic growth pattern thoroughly and help to carry the transition of 
the pattern forward utterly. It is no use to say that the research on the problem is 
significant.  
Does the thesis bring forth new ideas? The new ideas are shown from two 
aspects in the thesis: one is the perspective of the research; the other is the analysis 
of the running market machine. Go into details about the new ideas, as follows: the 
situation of governments＇games has been formed during the gradual progress of 
reformation, which is the perspective author chooses in the thesis to analyze the 
special running market machine in China. According to that, the fact is revealed that 
the extensive situation of the pattern and the sluggish situation of its transition in 
China have close relation to the special running market machine. In this thesis 
author analyzes economic growth pattern and its transition centering round the 
running market machine rather than the market systems. 















Chapter One: In this chapter, it is narrated, the general theory of economic 
growth pattern and its transition. On the basis of that, a question is put forward, that 
is to say, when economic growth pattern is compelled to do transition from extensive 
situation to intensive situation, by the inner impetus and the outside pressure, the 
economic growth pattern transition is rather sluggish than the situation of the 
sustaining conditions do, like the progress of marketing and technology 
improvement. 
Chapter Two: At first, it is related, in this chapter, that the situation of 
governments＇games has been formed during the gradual progress of reformation, 
and local governments＇characteristics, which are showed in governments＇games. 
Then, in view of the characteristics of local governments who are contestants in 
governments＇games, the running market machine is analyzed from the perspective 
of governments＇games, like the games between central government and local 
government, in addition to the games between local governments. The special 
running market machine makes functions in aspects, such as, the configuration、the 
investment、the combination and the utilization of resources. In the result, economic 
growth pattern is characterized by extensive situation. 
Chapter Three: Since economic growth pattern is in extensive situation, which 
results from the special running market machine characterized by governments＇
games. How is its transition realized? In this chapter, author raises three pieces of 
advice simply, such as regulating governments＇functions and investment, as well as, 
improving check-ups machine of governments＇achievements, and so on. At the 
same time, there are three pairs relation in the end, such as, the relation between 
transition and the kinds of technology、the relation between transition and the kinds 
of industry and the relation between transition and the full employment, etc, to 
which is worthy to pay attention, during the progress of economic growth pattern 
transition. 
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